Software Developer - Junior .NET

- Fredericksburg, VA
- Full-time

Company Description

Harmonia (www.harmonia.com) is a rapidly growing, award-winning HUBZone-certified woman-owned company delivering cutting edge innovative technology solutions to federal agencies and commercial clients. We have been on the Inc. 5000 list of fastest growing companies in the US for the past 6 years running and were selected to be on the Fed 100 this year. Every bit of our success is the result of a team of incredibly talented, dedicated and focused professionals who are the heart and soul of Harmonia!

With offices across the country, Harmonia offers competitive compensation and a dynamic, productive work environment. Benefits include paid gym membership, comprehensive coverage for medical, dental, life, disability, 401(k) savings plan, and vacations and holidays.

Harmonia does and will take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment individuals with disabilities and protected veterans, and to treat qualified individuals without discrimination on the basis of their physical or mental disability or veteran status.

Harmonia is an Equal Opportunity Employer Minority/Female/Veterans/Disability.

Job Description

Harmonia Holdings Group, LLC has an excellent opportunity for a junior .NET Developer at our offices in Stafford, VA. We are seeking an entry to junior-level .NET Developer to support development and testing of software for our client’s mission assurance computer system.

In this role, you will work with an amazing and supportive team of developers at all levels that collectively support the needs of our various USMC customers. We are a collaborative, learning environment looking for smart and curious people with a strong baseline of programming knowledge and at least a year of experience developing within the .NET framework, either through internships or through post-college professional experience.

In this role, you will have the opportunity to work directly with our client to determine needs and design solutions that apply technology to meet those needs. You will have an interesting and varied workload, with an opportunity to support multiple projects. You will gain experience in
all phases of the software development life cycle including analysis, design, development, testing and support.

Qualifications

This position requires a DoD Secret clearance. Candidates without current clearance may apply but must complete the process to obtain Interim Secret clearance before starting work. United States Citizenship is required.

- Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science preferred; years of experience accepted in lieu of degree.
- Demonstrated 1+ years of web application development with Microsoft Technologies
- Experience developing .NET solutions
- Experience working with Relational Databases and SQL; experience working with a SQL Server (Unix/Linux knowledge is preferred)
- Experience in backend software design in SQL Server 2012 preferred
- Strong understanding of and hands on (academic lab or work) experience with Microsoft .NET technologies including ASP.NET, AJAX, C#, HTML, CSS-Languages: C#, SQL, VBScript, HTML, XML, and CSS
- Ability to communicate clearly with business users, the team, and leadership
- Ability to innovate and provide functional applications with intuitive interfaces
- Experience developing user guides and documentation

Desired skills include:

- Unix/Linux knowledge
- Some experience with front end UI Design

Additional Information

- All your information will be kept confidential according to EEO guidelines.

To apply, click:


Michael Bame
Harmonia Holdings Group, LLC
540-951-5900 x202
mbame@harmonia.com
https://www.harmonia.com/careers/job-openings/